
CBB COORDINATOR TRAINING

PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT

Coordinators are the public face of Cornwall Blood Bikes (CBB) to both our users and our 
volunteer riders. The purpose of this document is to ensure that you have a proper understanding of 
what is expected of you as a coordinator with CBB. This brief complements the handbook and the 
charity's "Safe Riding Policy" which is essential reading, supporting this document.  If you have any 
queries or issues subsequent to being given this briefing, please contact a member of the CBB 
Committee.
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AIMS WHEN COORDINATING

1. Rider Safety

 identify and be aware of riders’ needs (tiredness etc.)
 understand that riders always have the option to decline calls on safety grounds
 understand the risks associated with adverse weather and know CBB’s policy
 be familiar with the contents of the charity's “Safe Riding Policy” published on the CBB 

website and the requirements this places on you as coordinator when dealing with riders
 where practical to do so, ensure jobs are allocated so that all riders have a chance to ride

2. Confirm daily fleet bike checks have been completed by the duty riders

3. Confirm all duty riders are fit, capable and happy to ride before allocation a call/job 

4. Ensure that fleet bike issues (including no damage drops) are notified to the CBB Operations 
manager and are dealt with promptly and appropriately

5. Ensure all CBB calls are dealt with promptly and professionally

6. Limit mileage and cost to CBB (always consider using local riders/job sharing)

7. Record all necessary information on the CBB Coordinators’ Journey Record

8. Record all non-operational fleet bike movements (promotional/workshop/training)

9. Record all own bike mileages as well as for fleet bike mileages
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OVERVIEW OF A “TYPICAL” CALL

The duty co-ordinator takes the call and records the name of the caller, the date, time, caller origin (which
hospital/ward etc.)* and the required pick up and delivery destinations, as well as establishing exactly 
what is to be carried and the call's relative urgency (see below).  These details are recorded on the 
coordinators’ “Journey Record” via the CBB website.

*See appendix for NHS partners trust structure/locations

At this early stage it is important to establish if the job meets CBB’s guidelines* and to challenge the 
urgency of the call with the caller to ensure that CBB’s riders are tasked efficiently/appropriately and so 
that the caller’s expectations are managed realistically.  If necessary we may need to decline the job if it
doesn’t meet our guidelines or if timescales are unrealistic (speak to any member of the committee 
for guidance if in doubt).  For example, if an item is not needed until the next day then it is not urgent.  
Details of declined jobs should be logged on the journey record in the usual way and shared with CBB’s 
NHS Liaison manager (see website) for their feedback to the appropriate NHS manager/s.  

*See appendix for CBB’s call/job guidelines

The duty rider is then telephoned and briefed giving them the information needed which they record on 
their 3-part self-carbonated CBB job pad.

The rider then collects the item, getting a time and signature and leaving the bottom sheet from the 3-part
set as a receipt for the item. They take it to where it is needed where they get a signature and time for 
delivery and leave the second sheet with the item. 

At each step of the process (collection, delivery and rider returns safely home) the rider should be 
reminded to text (or phone) the coordinator so that the journey record may be updated and so that the co-
ordinator is aware where the rider is at each stage of the call and to ensure rider safety in case there is a 
problem or should the coordinators be chased by the originating caller for a delivery time/progress report 
if the item has been delayed.

CALL URGENCY

This is a critical area where you will have to take the lead with callers as our NHS partners often 
describe calls as “urgent” when they may not actually be time critical.  When considering whether we 
should take a call/job, we will only accept calls/jobs when they can’t wait to be delivered by the NHS’s 
own couriers (usually the next day weekdays or on a Monday at weekends).  

Therefore we need to manage and categorise/distinguish between calls/jobs as follows:    

1) Urgent / Normal – delivery/pick up required at some time that evening/day or at weekends could 
mean the next day (medication for example).  The majority of calls/jobs fall into this category.

2) Time Critical – delivery/pick up required to be completed “ASAP” or within an agreed timescale 
(time critical blood samples requiring measurement of medication levels for example), typically 
within the hour.

3) Emergency – Realistically CBB will not be called upon to undertake emergency calls given the 
geography and location of our riders and their likely response times.
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CALL HANDLING PROCEDURE

Calls should be answered as promptly as possible and you should remember that the CBB coordinators 
are the "face" of the charity and the first point of contact made with our NHS partners/callers. First 
impressions are vitally important and therefore it is essential that you are courteous and professional at
all times.  Callers will usually be happy to be guided through the call and depending on the caller you may
need to be assertive and persistent to get all the information you need to manage and direct the call/job 
appropriately.  You may also need to encourage callers to clarify details within their own organisations to 
fill in any essential information we need to complete the job.

Declining Calls

It may be necessary for you to decline a call/job should CBB be asked to undertake a call/job that is 
outside of our remit of “must be today and can’t wait until tomorrow” or if the call/job is inappropriate and 
could potentially put the rider at risk (see appendix for guidelines).  Remember (and do point out to 
callers) that accepting an inappropriate call may make a bike/rider unavailable if another really urgent 
call/job comes in.  

Examples of when we should/may decline calls/jobs include:

 Doesn’t meet our “must be today and can’t wait until tomorrow” criteria
 Not medical-related (personal belongings, flowers, mail-shots etc.)
 Non-hospital addresses and private addresses 
 Poor weather/unsafe riding conditions/if CBB has decided to suspend service

If you're not sure whether we should take a job then inform the caller you'll check and get back to them 
after speaking to a committee member for their guidance and a final decision.  Declined calls/jobs must 
be recorded on the on-line journey record and CBB’s NHS Liaison manager must be notified.

Escalation / Asking for Help

There will always be situations we've not come across before.  Feel free to contact any of the committee 
members for help or guidance (you can see who is the duty committee member by consulting the rider 
duty rota). If in doubt don’t hesitate to ask!

Specifics to be recorded on the on-line Journey Record

 Name of the caller
 Time of call - if you get two calls in the same minute, increment the time of call as we use them to

identify & sort calls
 Source - detail the collection point (hospital, ward, home address etc.)
 Destination - detail the delivery point (hospital, ward, home address etc.) 
 Other information - see “Shared Runs” if to or from another group
 Job Type – detail/clarify item for delivery (pathology sample, blood, medication etc.)
 Urgency - see section below - expect to have to take the lead here

Ensure the item to be carried will fit on the bike of the rider tasked/despatched and be aware of any 
special handling requirements e.g. a dedicated rack to carry whole blood etc. 

Allocating the call to a duty rider

If no bikes are out the usual process is: 
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a) Whole blood must be allocated to a fleet bike with a dedicated rack able to carry it
b) Jobs are allocated to the nearest* “duty” rider as published in the “Rider Rota”  

*Where practical to do so, riders should also be allocated on the basis of shortest distance of rider to 
destination or pick up point using Google Maps to determine mileage/distance.  The rider rota is broken 
down into three operational areas; East, Mid and West Cornwall.  Contact numbers and addresses 
are published on the CBB coordinators’ journey record and website.

Fleet bikes are operationally based in each of the three areas leaving two spare bikes for promotional 
duties and to take account of bike servicing/workshop time.  Therefore a “spare” bike will usually be 
parked in the CBB container at Damerells, Indian Queens.  

You should know approximately where all the duty riders are all of the time as a result of their text 
messaging advising you when they have picked up, dropped off or are home safely.  Do establish 
whether riders are able to take phone calls whilst riding using (hands-free) as this may be of benefit if 
they need to be diverted at short notice.  Fleet bikes can also be located in an emergency using the bike 
tracker system fitted to each bike by contacting the CBB Operations manager. 

As the duty coordinator you will need an up to date list of the riders’ contact details/numbers which are 
listed on the journey record for easy access and kept up to date by the CBB Membership manager (see 
website).
 
Monitoring progress

Riders are tasked to check for text or voice messages from you at every stop as well as notify of their 
progress and to comply with the call/job procedure as follows:

a) Advise you when they realistically expect to leave home/set off
b) Advise you of their likely route in case of an accident
c) Notify you when they have collected
d) Notify you when they have made their delivery
e) Notify you when they have returned home safely and give you their total mileage 
f) Advise you at any time should there be an unexpected delay/problem with the call/job

It is important that you are kept up to date and informed at every step so that you may judge when they 
are likely to reach their destinations and determine if there is a problem so that you may advise the 
originating caller of problems or delays.  Equally it is important that as the duty coordinator you are aware 
when the rider returns home safely, and especially during late/early hours.  

Multiple calls / jobs

You may need/be able to task a rider with more than one call at a time.  If you can task them before they 
leave then so much the better.  Otherwise, if they have hands free on their bike then ring them, or ring 
them and leave them a voice-mail message and/or send them a text message asking them to contact you
for details of the new call/job.

Take the earliest opportunity to record delivery times on the on-line journey record as this helps to keep 
track of where riders are at all times.  Do make a note of “on next job” if not returning home and 
proceeding directly to another call/job.
 
Sharing jobs / calls

We will share jobs/calls if we are required to transport of items across the county, for example Derriford to
Royal Cornwall or vice versa, or if an item requires transporting across the country, for example Royal 
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Cornwall to Filton Bristol or vice versa.  In such cases a handover will be arranged either with one of our 
own riders or with a rider from another group (usually Devon Freewheelers as our nearest and 
immediate neighbour).  When such calls/jobs are to be undertaken the following procedure applies:   

a) Agree a location to handover that is well lit and easy to find (such as a service station)
b) Agree a realistic time of arrival for the first rider to hand over
c) Record this as one call/job on the on-line journey record with a note of the final destination and 

agreed handover point
d) If handed over in county to another CBB rider, record this as a second call/job
e) Rider paperwork should be completed, signed and handed over in the usual way between the 

riders as with our usual delivery destinations  

Reporting

Enter call/job details on the journey record at the time received or very soon afterwards - if you get 
several calls they soon start merging into one!  Please fill in ALL the relevant fields and don’t leave any 
blanks on the journey record.  Please do this as soon as possible so that when handing over the 
phone/duties when your shift ends (weekends), the new coordinator is clear where all the riders are and 
what jobs are outstanding.  A good tip is also not to delete texts until you have completed and checked 
the journey record at the end of your duty period as they provide useful backup/confirmation of calls/jobs.

Good practice is to compile and e-mail the NHS liaison manager and the chair with a summary of any 
interesting calls/problems with a report of how they were dealt with and why they were different.  It is 
important that  such knowledge and good practice is shared and problems are dealt with quickly to avoid 
future problems when coordinating. 

Preparation

Thorough preparation and staying organised are absolutely essential to having a smooth, controlled and 
enjoyable shift as coordinator.  Log into the CBB website to access the journey record and duty rota, 
divert the CBB 0300 call out number to your private phone and make sure it is switched on and working.  

Note: Do not change any of the time zones on the phone system unless it is a Bank Holiday.  
Only change your telephone number/s and e-mail for messaging as the time changes have
already been set for a normal operational day (non-Bank Holiday).

At the start of a shift, the duty coordinator should also establish which riders are on call/duty and where 
the charity’s fleet bikes are located using the published rota on the CBB website.  Before tasking a rider 
with a call/job on a fleet bike, ensure and record that the rider has completed a daily bike check and 
that they have reported any problems to the CBB operations manager.

If the riders have had any serviceability concerns with a fleet bike, or have any concerns affecting their 
fitness to ride, they should discuss them with you and the operations manager.  If necessary you may 
need to find another volunteer rider to cover their shift. 

Diverting the 0300 Call Out Number

When your shift starts you will need to set the CBB 0300 365 0911 call out number to divert calls to your 
private number/s.  This can be your landline or your mobile, or both if you choose a second number as a 
back up to the first.  The login details to do this are (also a link on the CBB website coordinators' area):
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Website address: www.telecomsworldplc.co.uk

Login: treasurer@cornwallbloodbikes.org

Password: Bloodbikes1

Be careful to change the telephone numbers for both timezone tabs when coordinating weekdays (Tab1 =
17:00 - 11:59 & Tab 2 12:00 – 07:00) and remember to check and update/alter the relevant timezones 
when coordinating on Bank Holidays (same as for weekends). 

Rider Standby & Availability

Riders are required to contact you as the duty co-ordinator and the CBB Rota manager if they are going 
to become unavailable or need to be taken off the duty rota.  Similarly, they are required to contact you if 
they are going to be “off station” for a short period (they may need to go shopping or get fuel) so that you 
avoid wasting time calling them if an urgent call/job comes in that won’t wait for them to return.

FLEET BIKES

Riders are only insured to use fleet bikes for the charity's purposes.  However, it is OK for duty riders to 
ride charity bikes to a reasonable standby location if they have commitments during, or just before their 
shifts (e.g. local workplace, at relatives' etc.)  The duty coordinator should be advised in advance so 
that the a record can be made on the journey record and a job number allocated for the bike 
movement.

Fleet Bike unavailability

 May be due to planned maintenance, technical problems or attendance at events etc.
 During bike problems liaise with the Operations Manager/Rota Managers
 Establish if riders can/are willing to cover on their own bike or car
 Establish whether "unavailable" bike(s) can be made available (& at what notice) if things get 

hectic (if they are at shows or collections for example)
 If possible, give advanced notice to other riders that they will be covering

Road Traffic Collisions (RTC) or Bike issues

 Support the rider and maintain the service as much as possible
 See RTC checklist in the Handbook
 Enlist the help of the Operations Manager/rota manager
 Inform and enlist the aid of a committee member if required
 Riders' emergency contact details are available in the journey record

Bike Insurance/Recovery Details

If a bike needs recovering it may be preferable for you to arrange this to be from a warm and dry house 
rather than a rainy roadside. You will need precise location details and an idea of the problem before you 
ring.  Liaise with the operations manager over the best place to recover the bike to or allow him to make 
the necessary arrangements directly.
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JOB/CALL GUIDELINES

Requests from GP Surgeries/Health Centres

We do not have Service Level Agreements with local GP surgeries/health centres as patients are usually 
non-acute and therefore fall outside of CBB’s remit.  However, we will do our best to help on an “ad hoc” 
basis as long as the call/request meets our criteria of “must be today and can’t wait until tomorrow” and 
the collection/delivery point is a community hospital.

Requests from “Out of Hours” GPs (Cornwall Health)

As above for GP surgeries/health centres.

Nursing/Residential Homes

Deliveries to nursing/residential homes are not our usual or core activity and it can sometimes be a 
difficult for our riders to locate these premises, especially at night.  Therefore we will only accept such 
calls/jobs when:

 The call originated from one of our NHS partners
 They meet our criteria of “must be today and can’t wait until tomorrow”
 The item is medical-related (so not spectacles, slippers etc.)

Additionally, if we receive a call/request that meets our criteria of “must be today and can’t wait until 
tomorrow” directly from the nursing/residential home, as with GP surgeries/health centres we will do our 
best to help on an “ad hoc” basis as long as the call/request meets our criteria of “must be today and can’t
wait until tomorrow” and the collection point is a community hospital.

Private Addresses

We will NOT accept jobs where our riders are required to collect or deliver to private addresses.  
However, if we receive a call/request that meets our criteria of “must be today and can’t wait until 
tomorrow”, we will offer collection/delivery from/to the nearest community hospital.

Calls from District/Acute Care Team Nurses in the community

Requests from district and acute care team nurses are covered by our Service Level Agreements and we 
have agreed with the NHS managers that our collection points for “urgent” samples will be the local 
community Hospitals as we do not offer collection from private addresses.
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NHS PARTNERS TRUST STRUCTURE/LOCATIONS

Royal Cornwall Hospitals Trust (RCHT)

Royal Cornwall Hospital Truro, St Michael's Hospital Hayle, West Cornwall Hospital Penzance, Penrice 
Birth Centre St Austell, Helston Birth Centre Helston, Marie Therese House Hayle, Bodmin Dialysis Unit 
Bodmin, Penzance Dialysis Unit Penzance

Community Midwives

Peninsula Community Health Trust (PCHT) – Services will be taken over by CFT from 1 April

Poltair Community Hospital Madron Penzance, Edward Hain Community Hospital St Ives, Camborne & 
Redruth Community Hospital Redruth, Helston Community Hospital Helston, Newquay Community 
Hospital, St Austell Community Hospital, Fowey Community Hospital, Bodmin Community Hospital, 
Liskeard Community Hospital, Launceston Community Hospital, Stratton Community Hospital Bude, St 
Barnabus Community Hospital Saltash

Acute Care at Home nursing teams (ACAH East & ACAH West), District/Community Nurses

Cornwall Partnership Foundation Trust (CFT)

Longreach House Redruth, Bodmin Community Hospital Bodmin

Community Nurses

Cornwall Hospice Care

Mount Edgcumbe Hospice St Austell, St Julia's Hospice Hayle

Note: The coordinators journey record's dropdown pick lists show the most relevant and frequently 
visited wards/departments where we deliver and collect jobs.  However, the lists are not 
necessarily complete if we haven't visited before so do contact a member of the committee if 
you think a department/ward should be added to the list or if you believe it is missing/needed.
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